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YEAR 4

IPC UNIT TITLE: FASHION

CONTENT
Musical learning

SPRING TERM 2

LESSON 1 2 3

TEACHING AND LEARNING



sing or chant in two parts with more confidence and increasing accuracy



sing confidently as part of a small group or solo being aware of posture and
good diction

Resources

(a) PowerPoint slide: FLING ON THE BLING
(b) mp3 recording: FLING ON THE BLING
(c) YouTube: HAND JIVE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIozjNOgrm8

Introduction/
warm up

FASHION NEWS Ask pupils to choose hats or headgear items this week and
select several different pupils to lead each verse.

Main part of the
lesson to
include some
aspects of:

(1) Display the PowerPoint slide of the chant FLING ON THE BLING (words of
page 2) and listen to the mp3 recording. Notice that the two parts are chanted
separately and then together to create a more complex and interesting texture.

Singing

(2) Practise chanting the parts separately until the diction is really clear and the
rhythm is confident and accurate.

Composing
Performing
Listening
Appraising

(3) Now try putting the rap together as a two-part piece. Chant steadily and
maintain a good balance between the two halves, by listening. Notice that part 1
repeats the 8 lines, whereas part 2 has a second verse. Swap parts.
(4) Watch the HAND JIVE clip on YouTube and encourage pupils to join in. It
provides excellent exercise and good rhythmic training, too. Encourage a small
group to choreograph a hand jive sequence to fit the chant and ask them to teach
the class.
(5) Plan your performance: you could begin with the hand jive sequence, perform
half the chant, insert another hand jive sequence then perform the second half,
but your pupils may have other more creative ideas… so give them opportunities
to try these out.

Ideas for
revisiting in the
week

It would be a great entertainment feature to perform this piece with pupils wearing
all the ‘bling’ they can collect. Film the performance and upload to the school
website.

FLING ON THE BLING a two-part chant
Part 1
When it comes to looking cool
Then you gotta know your jewels
Gotta wear the latest bling
Gotta find the perfect thing!
Better fling on the bling, yeah!
Fling on the bling, yeah!
Fling on the bling and then you’re
Ready to swing!

Part 1
When it comes to looking cool
Then you gotta know your jewels
Gotta wear the latest bling
Gotta find the perfect thing!
Better fling on the bling, yeah!
Fling on the bling, yeah!
Fling on the bling and then you’re
Ready to swing!

Part 2
When you’re visiting New York
Wear a handmade silver torque
When you’re up in London Town
Try a solid golden crown.
When you bump into an Earl
Wear some earrings made of pearl
When you travel the Sahara
Wear a diamond tiara!

Part 2
When you holiday in Spain
Wear a chunky copper chain
When you’re drinking lemonade
Wear a bangle made of jade.
When you’re on the train to Leeds
Wear a necklace made of beads
When you’re shopping with your mum
Let her buy you platinum!

